Measurements of CP observables in B 0 → DK * 0 decays are presented, where D represents a superposition of D 0 and D 0 states. The D meson is reconstructed in the two-body final states K + π − , π + K − , K + K − and π + π − , and, for the first time, in the four-body final states K + π − π + π − , π + K − π + π − and π + π − π + π − . The analysis uses a sample of neutral B mesons produced in proton-proton collisions, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.0, 2.0 and 1.8 fb −1 collected with the LHCb detector at centre-of-mass energies of √ s = 7, 8 and 13 TeV, respectively. First observations of the decays B 0 → D(π + K − )K * 0 and B 0 → D(π + π − π + π − )K * 0 are obtained. The measured observables are interpreted in terms of the CP -violating weak phase γ.
Introduction
In the Standard Model, CP violation is described by the irreducible complex phase of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix [1, 2] . This matrix is unitary, leading to the condition V ud V ub * + V cd V cb * + V td V tb * = 0, where V ij is the CKM matrix element relating quark i to quark j. This relation can be represented as a triangle in the complex plane, with angles α, β and γ. Improving knowledge of γ is one of the most important goals in flavour physics. This angle is defined as γ ≡ arg (−V ud V ub * /V cd V cb * ), which is equal to arg (−V us V ub * /V cs V cb * ) up to O(λ 4 ) ∼ 10 −3 [3] . This can be measured through the interference of b → c and b → u transition amplitudes in tree-level b-hadron decays. 1 Such a measurement provides a Standard-Model benchmark against which observables determined in loop-mediated processes, expected to be more susceptible to the influence of physics beyond the Standard Model, can be compared.
Measurements from the LHCb experiment yield γ = (74.0 +5.0 −5.8 ) • [4, 5] , which is the most precise determination of γ from a single experiment. The precision is dominated by measurements exploiting the decay B + → DK + , where D indicates a superposition of D 0 and D 0 mesons reconstructed in a final state common to both. In order to test internal consistency, and to improve overall sensitivity, it is important to complement these measurements with those based on other decay modes. One important example is B 0 → DK * 0 [6] , where K * 0 is the K * (892) 0 meson and is reconstructed in its decay to K + π − . This process involves the interference of B 0 → D 0 K * 0 decays, which proceed via a b → c quark transition, and B 0 → D 0 K * 0 decays, which involve a b → u quark transition and are therefore suppressed relative to B 0 → D 0 K * 0 . Feynman diagrams of these decays are shown in Fig. 1 . Both transitions are colour-suppressed, in contrast to the charged B-meson case where only the b → u transition is colour-suppressed. This leads to a greater suppression of the overall decay rates, but with the benefit of enhanced interference effects with respect to B + → DK + decays.
The LHCb collaboration has performed studies of B 0 → DK * 0 decays using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb −1 , reconstructing the D meson in the two-body final states K ± π ∓ , K + K − and π + π − [7] , and also the self-conjugate modes K 0 S π + π − and K 0 S K + K − [8, 9] . In addition, the two-body D decay modes K + π − , K + K − and π + π − have previously been exploited in an amplitude analysis of B 0 → DK + π − decays, including B 0 → DK * 0 decays [10] . 
where Γ represents a partial decay width, is measured for both modes, yielding A KK CP and A ππ CP , which are expected to be equal when the small CP -violating effects observed in the D-meson decay [13] are neglected; this assumption applies for the remainder of the discussion. The asymmetry is related to the underlying parameters through
where R CP is the charge-averaged rate of decays involving a D meson decaying to a CP eigenstate, defined as
This is related to γ and the auxiliary parameters through
Experimentally it is convenient to access R CP by noting that it is closely approximated by
where the branching fractions B are known [14] .
As proposed in Refs. [15, 16] , multibody D-meson decays to self-conjugate final states may be used in a quasi-GLW analysis provided their fractional CP content is known. Hence the observables A 4π CP and R 4π CP are measured, which are analogous to the two-body observables A CP and R hh CP , but for the decay D → π + π − π + π − . These new observables can be interpreted through equivalent expressions to Eqs. 2 and 4 in which the interference terms acquire a factor of (2F 4π + − 1), where F 4π + is the fractional CP -even content of the decay, measured to be 0.769 ± 0.023 from quantum-correlated D-meson decays [17] .
The decays D → K ± π ∓ are exploited in a method proposed by Atwood, Dunietz and Soni (ADS) [18, 19] . Considering the decays K * 0 → K + π − and K * 0 → K − π + , four categories are defined: two decays with the same charge of the final-state kaons, which are favoured and labelled Kπ, and two decays with the opposite charge of the final-state kaons, which are suppressed and labelled πK. The interference effects, and hence sensitivity to γ, are expected to be substantial for the suppressed modes, and smaller for the favoured modes.
The partial-rate asymmetry of the suppressed ADS decays is given by
and the charge-averaged rate with respect to the favoured modes by
which have the following dependence on γ and the auxiliary parameters:
Here, r Kπ D = 0.059 ± 0.001 is the ratio between the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed and Cabibbo-favoured decay amplitudes of the neutral charm meson, and δ Kπ D = (192.1 + 8.6 −10.2 ) • is a strong-phase difference between the amplitudes [20] . 2 The quantities measured experimentally are the ratios
and
The relationships A πK
and R πK
allow the ADS observables to be recovered, where the approximate equalities are exact in the absence of CP asymmetry in the favoured modes. The ADS method can be extended in an analogous way to the four-body mode D → K ± π ∓ π + π − , with observables R πKππ ± . In interpreting the results it is necessary to account for the variation of amplitude across the phase space of the D-meson decay. In the equivalent relations for Eqs. 8 and 9 the amplitude ratio and charm strong-phase difference become r K3π D and δ K3π D , respectively, which are quantities averaged over phase space, and the interference terms [21] are multiplied by a coherence factor κ K3π D . These parameters have been measured in studies of charm mixing and quantum-correlated D-meson decays: [22, 23] . In the favoured ADS modes the asymmetries
are measured. These modes are expected to exhibit much smaller CP asymmetries than the suppressed decay channels. Observables associated with the decay B 0 s → DK * 0 are also measured. This decay is expected to exhibit negligible CP violation, but serves as a useful control mode. In this case, for the ADS selection the final state with opposite-sign kaons constitutes the favoured mode, and so the analogously defined asymmetries A πK(ππ) s,ADS are measured. Signal yields are currently too small to permit a study of the suppressed mode. Finally, the GLW asymmetries A KK s,CP , A ππ s,CP and A 4π s,CP , defined analogously to Eq. 1, and the ratios R KK s,CP , R ππ s,CP and R 4π s,CP , defined analogously to Eq. 5, are determined.
Detector, online selection and simulation
The LHCb detector [24, 25] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a siliconstrip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream of the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement of the momentum, p, of charged particles with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV/c. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter (IP), is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/p T ) µm, where p T is the component of the momentum transverse to the beam, in GeV/c. Different types of charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identified by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers. The online event selection is performed by a trigger, which consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a software stage, which applies a full event reconstruction. The events considered in the analysis must be triggered at the hardware level when either one of the final-state tracks of the signal decay deposits enough energy in the calorimeter system, or when one of the other tracks in the event, not reconstructed as part of the signal candidate, fulfils any trigger requirement. At the software stage, it is required that at least one particle should have high p T and high χ 2 IP , where χ 2 IP is defined as the difference in the PV fit χ 2 with and without the inclusion of that particle. A multivariate algorithm [26] is used to identify secondary vertices consistent with being a two-, three-or four-track b-hadron decay. The PVs are fitted with and without the B candidate tracks, and the PV that gives the smallest χ 2 IP is associated with the B candidate.
Simulated events are used to describe the signal mass shapes and compute efficiencies. In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia [27] with a specific LHCb configuration [28] . Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [29] , in which final-state radiation is generated using Photos [30] . The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [31] as described in Ref. [32] .
Offline selection
Signal B-meson candidates are obtained by combining D and K * 0 candidates, and are required to have a p T greater than 5 GeV/c, a lifetime greater than 0.2 ps, and a goodquality vertex fit. The D candidate is reconstructed from the seven different decay modes of interest within a ±25 MeV/c 2 window around the known D 0 mass [14] , and must have a p T greater than 1.8 GeV/c. The K * 0 candidate is reconstructed from the final state K + π − , selected within a ±50 MeV/c 2 window around the known K * 0 mass and with a total p T of at least 1 GeV/c. This mass window is approximately the width of the K * (892) 0 resonance [14] . The helicity angle θ * , defined as the angle between the K + momentum in the K * 0 rest frame and the K * 0 momentum in the B 0 rest frame, is required to satisfy |cos(θ * )| > 0.4. This requirement removes 60% of the combinatorial background with a fake K * 0 , while retaining 93% of the signal. The D and K * 0 candidates are both required to have a good-quality vertex fit, a significant separation from the PV, and a distance-of-closest-approach between their decay products of less than 0.5 mm. All charged final-state particles are required to have a good-quality track fit, p greater than 1 GeV/c, and p T greater than 100 MeV/c. The B decay chain is refitted [33] with the D mass fixed to its known value and the B meson constrained to originate from its associated PV.
Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs) [34] are used to separate signal from combinatorial background. A shared BDT is employed for the favoured and suppressed two-body ADS modes, and similarly for the four-body ADS modes. Three independent BDTs are used to select the K + K − , π + π − and π + π − π + π − decays. All BDTs are trained with samples of simulated B 0 → DK * 0 decays as signal and with candidates from the upper B mass sideband (5800 < m(B) < 6000 MeV/c 2 ) in data as background. The discriminating variables in the BDT comprise: the B vertex-fit χ 2 ; the χ 2 IP of the B and D candidates; the χ 2 IP and p T of the K * 0 products; the angle between the B momentum vector and the vector between the PV and the B decay vertex; and the p T asymmetry between the B candidate and other tracks from the PV in a cone around the B candidate. The p T asymmetry is defined as
T is the transverse momentum of the B candidate and p cone T is the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all other tracks in the cone. The radius of the cone is chosen to be 1.5 units in the plane of pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle (expressed in radians). The p T asymmetry is a measure of the isolation of the B candidate. The BDTs applied to B candidates with two-body D-meson decays also use the p T and χ 2 IP of the D decay products. These variables are not included in the BDTs applied to B candidates with four-body D decays to avoid significant changes to the phase-space distribution.
Particle-identification (PID) information from the RICH detectors is used to improve the purity of the different D-meson samples. Criteria are chosen such that no candidate can appear in more than one D decay category. A stringent PID requirement is applied to the kaon from the K * 0 candidate to suppress contamination from B 0 → Dπ + π − decays, with a pion misidentified as a kaon.
It is possible for both the kaon and pion (or one of the two pions, in the four-body case) from the D-meson decay in the favoured mode to be misidentified, and thus pollute the suppressed sample. To eliminate this source of contamination, the D invariant mass is reconstructed with the opposite mass hypothesis for the kaon and pion. Candidates within ±15 MeV/c 2 of the known D 0 mass in this alternative reconstruction are vetoed. After this veto, a contamination rate of O(0.1%) is expected in the suppressed mode. No veto is applied to remove B 0 → DK * 0 decays where both the kaon and pion from the K * 0 candidate are misidentified, as this background is sufficiently suppressed by the PID requirement on the kaon, leaving a contamination rate of O(0.7%) in the suppressed mode.
Additional background can arise from B 0 (s) → D − h + (h = K, π), D − s K + or D + s π − decays, with D ± (s) decaying to a three-body combination of kaons and pions. This contamination is removed by imposing a ±15 MeV/c 2 veto around the known D ± (s) mass in the invariant mass of the relevant three tracks. These vetoes are over 99% efficient at retaining signal candidates.
A background from charmless B decays that peaks at the same invariant mass as the signal is suppressed by requiring that the flight distance of the D candidate divided by its uncertainty be greater than 3. A further background from B + → DK + decays that are mistakenly combined with a random pion from elsewhere in the event contaminates the region in invariant mass above the signal. This background is removed with a veto of ±25 MeV/c 2 around the known B + mass in the invariant mass of the D meson and the kaon from the K * 0 candidate.
Invariant-mass fit
The selected data set comprises two LHC runs and seven D-meson decay modes. The sample is further divided into B 0 and B 0 candidates, based on the charge of the kaon from the K * 0 meson. This gives a total of 26 categories, as the π + π − π + π − channel is not selected in the Run 1 data. The invariant-mass distributions are fit simultaneously in these categories with an unbinned extended maximum-likelihood fit. A fit model is developed comprising several signal and background components, which unless otherwise stated are modelled using simulated signal and background samples reconstructed as the signal decay and passing the selection requirements. The components are:
1. Signal B 0 → DK * 0 and B 0 s → DK * 0 decays, described by Cruijff functions [35] with free means and widths, and tail parameters fixed from simulation.
2. Combinatorial background, described by an exponential function with a free slope.
As the shape is completely free in the fit, no simulation is used to model this background.
Partially reconstructed background from
where the neutral pion or photon is not reconstructed. These components are described by analytic probability distribution functions constructed from a parabolic function to describe the decay kinematics that is convolved with the sum of two Gaussians with a common mean to describe the detector resolution, as further described in Ref. [36] . All shape parameters are fixed from simulation. The form of the parabola depends on both the missed particle and the helicity of the D * meson, which can be equal to zero (longitudinal polarisation) or ±1 (transverse polarisation). 4 . Partially reconstructed background from B + → DK + π − π + decays, where the π + meson is not reconstructed. This background is described by the sum of two Gaussian functions with separate means and a parabola convolved with the sum of two Gaussians with a common mean. All shape parameters are fixed from simulation.
5.
A background from B 0 → Dπ + π − decays, with one of the pions misidentified as a kaon. This background is described by the sum of two Crystal Ball functions [37] with all shape parameters fixed from simulation.
The signal and combinatorial background yields are free parameters for each LHC run. The ratios of the yields of the partially reconstructed backgrounds with respect to the signal yields are assumed to be the same in Run 1 and Run 2. The same assumption cannot be made for the misidentified B 0 → Dπ + π − background, as the yield of this background is affected by the π → K misidentification rate, which can vary between running periods. The proportion of this background with respect to the signal is therefore corrected in Run 2 with respect to Run 1. Studies of simulated signal and background samples determine this correction factor to be 0.928 ± 0.014.
The B 0 → Dπ + π − background is assumed to have no CP asymmetry, as the candidates cannot be tagged as coming from a B 0 or B 0 decay, and the difference between the π + and π − misidentification rates is found to be negligible in simulated samples. Misidentified 
Decay channel
decays should therefore contaminate B 0 and B 0 equally. The B 0 s → D * K * 0 background is not expected to exhibit CP violation, so the CP asymmetry is fixed to zero in the GLW modes but is free in the ADS modes. The yields of the B 0 → Dπ + π − and B 0 s → D * K * 0 backgrounds are free parameters in the ADS modes and fixed in the GLW modes relative to the ADS yields from knowledge of the D 0 branching fractions [14] and relative selection efficiencies determined from simulation. The B 0 → D * K * 0 background may exhibit CP violation, so the yields of each D decay channel are free parameters, thus allowing for a nonzero CP asymmetry. The relative yields and asymmetries of the B + → DK + π − π + background are fixed using measurements from Ref. [38] .
For both the B 0 → D * K * 0 and B 0 s → D * K * 0 backgrounds, the relative proportion of partially reconstructed D * → Dγ and D * → Dπ 0 decays is fixed by known D * 0 branching fractions [14] and relative selection efficiency as determined from simulation. The fraction of longitudinal polarisation is unknown and is therefore a free parameter in the fit. Figures 2 to 5 show the invariant mass distributions and the fitted shapes for the various components. Table 1 gives the signal yields for each D final state. The fit strategy is validated by pseudoexperiments, and is found to be reliable and unbiased for all free parameters.
The observables introduced in Sect. 2 are determined directly from the fit. The ratios and asymmetries between the raw yields are corrected for efficiency differences, and production and detection asymmetries. To obtain the ratios R hh CP and R 4π CP , the raw ratios are normalised using the corresponding D 0 branching fractions. These corrections are discussed further in Sect. 6.
Correction factors and systematic uncertainties
The measured observables are either asymmetries or ratios of yields between similar final states, and are thus robust against systematic biases. Nonetheless, small differences in efficiencies between numerator and denominator mean that correction factors must be applied to the ratios, apart from the case of R 
of the simulated signal samples. Uncertainties are assigned due to the finite size of the simulated samples, and for possible biases introduced by the binning schemes used in the reweighting of the calibration sample and the background-subtraction procedure used for these samples.
As can be seen from Eq. 5, determining R hh CP requires normalising the measured ratio of yields by a ratio of D 0 branching fractions. These branching fractions are taken from Ref. [14] and the uncertainties are propagated to the observables.
The raw observables are corrected for detection asymmetry, which is predominantly caused by the shorter interaction length of K − mesons compared with K + mesons. The difference between the kaon and pion detection asymmetries, A D (K − π + ), is computed following the method used in Ref. [39] . Raw charge asymmetries A raw (K − π + π + ) and A raw (K 0 π + ) are measured for the decays D + → K − π + π + and D + → K 0 π + , respectively. These asymmetries are determined using calibration samples which are weighted to match the kinematics of the kaons and pions in the signal data set. The value of
is the measured value of the detection asymmetry in the decay K 0 → π + π − , giving A D (K − π + ) = (−0.92 ± 0.20)% in Run 1 and (−1.0 ± 0.6)% in Run 2. A correction of A D (K − π + ) is applied to the observables for each K ± π ∓ pair in the final state.
The observables are also corrected for the asymmetry in the production of B 0 and B 0 mesons within the acceptance of the analysis, A prod . This asymmetry has been measured in bins of B-meson momentum and pseudorapidity in Run 1 [40] . A weighted average Figure 4 : Invariant-mass distributions (data points with error bars) and results of the fit (lines and coloured areas) for the four-body GLW mode (left) B 0 → D(π + π − π + π − )K * 0 , (right) B 0 → D(π + π − π + π − )K * 0 . 
based on the kinematical distributions of simulated signal gives A prod = (−0.8 ± 0.5)%. The same central value is applied for Run 2, with the uncertainty doubled in order to account for a possible change in asymmetry due to the higher collision energy.
Uncertainties are assigned to account for the shape parameters that are fixed in the invariant-mass model. The values of these fixed parameters derive from fits to simulated samples, and so the uncertainties on these fits are propagated to the mass model. The fixed tail parameters of the signal shape are treated as a single source of systematic uncertainty. Uncertainties due to all fixed parameters related to the background shapes are treated simultaneously, apart from those for the partially reconstructed B 0 s → D * K * 0 decays, which are an important source of background that overlaps with the signal region, and are therefore treated separately.
Uncertainties are also considered for other fixed parameters in the fit. These are the relative proportion of partially reconstructed D * → Dπ 0 and D * → Dγ decays, the correction to the relative yield of misidentified B 0 → Dπ + π − decays between Run 1 and Run 2, and the relative yields and CP asymmetries of the partially reconstructed B + → DK + π − π + background. For the latter, the uncertainties taken from Ref. [38] are doubled to account for the fact that there are possible differences in the phase-space acceptance between the two analyses.
A study of the invariant-mass sidebands of the D candidates is performed in order to search for evidence of any residual charmless background which would also contaminate the B signal region. This sideband study is performed after imposing the flight distance cut on the D candidate, but without applying the BDT selection, as this may not have a uniform acceptance in D mass. Regions of the sidebands where there are known reflections from D-meson decays with misidentified final products are excluded. No significant signals are found from charmless decays in any mode. The measured yields are extrapolated into the signal region and taken as the central values from which many pseudoexperiments with an added charmless background component are simulated. These data sets are fitted using the nominal fit model which neglects the new background contribution, and a systematic uncertainty is assigned based on the measured bias. Table 2 gives the systematic uncertainties for each observable. Systematic uncertainties which are more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the statistical uncertainty are considered to be negligible and ignored. The non-negligible uncertainties are added in quadrature to give the total systematic uncertainty, which in all cases is considerably smaller than the statistical uncertainty.
The acceptance for the four-body D-decay modes is not fully uniform across phase space. Studies performed with amplitude models of these decays indicate that, at the current level of sensitivity, a nonuniform acceptance does not lead to any significant bias when the observables are interpreted in terms of γ and the other underlying physics parameters. No systematic uncertainty is assigned.
Results and discussion
The measured values for the principal observables are A KK CP = −0.05 ± 0.10 ± 0.01, A ππ CP = −0.18 ± 0.14 ± 0.01, R KK CP = 0.92 ± 0.10 ± 0.02, R ππ CP = 1.32 ± 0.19 ± 0.03, A 4π CP = −0.03 ± 0.15 ± 0.01, R 4π CP = 1.01 ± 0.16 ± 0.04, R πK + = 0.064 ± 0.021 ± 0.002, R πK − = 0.095 ± 0.021 ± 0.003, R πKππ + = 0.074 ± 0.026 ± 0.002, R πKππ − = 0.072 ± 0.025 ± 0.003, A Kπ ADS = 0.047 ± 0.027 ± 0.010, A Kπππ ADS = 0.037 ± 0.032 ± 0.010, where the first uncertainty is statistical, and the second systematic. The values of R πK ± and R πKππ ± are used to calculate the suppressed-mode ADS observables, which are found to be A πK ADS = 0.19 ± 0.19 ± 0.01, R πK ADS = 0.080 ± 0.015 ± 0.002, A πKππ ADS = −0.01 ± 0.24 ± 0.01, R πKππ ADS = 0.073 ± 0.018 ± 0.002.
All CP asymmetries are compatible with zero to within two standard deviations. The values of the GLW asymmetries and ratios are found to be consistent between Table 2 : Systematic uncertainties for the observables. Uncertainties are shown if they are larger than 1% of the statistical uncertainty. The total systematic uncertainty is calculated by summing all sources in quadrature. Statistical uncertainties are given for reference. Source the two modes, within 0.8 and 1.8 standard deviations, respectively. The results for D → π + π − π + π − are in agreement with these values, after correcting for the known CPeven content of this state. The same observables determined for B 0 s decays are compatible with the CP -conserving hypothesis. Results for B 0 s decays can be found in Appendix A, together with the results for all observables separated between the Run 1 and Run 2 data sets, and full correlation matrices.
The statistical significances of the signal yields in the previously unobserved channels are calculated using Wilks' theorem [41] . The likelihood profiles are convolved with a Gaussian function with standard deviation equal to the systematic uncertainties on the yields. This procedure yields a significance of 8.4σ for the B 0 → D(π + π − π + π − )K * 0 decay, 5.8σ for the B 0 → D(π + K − )K * 0 decay and 4.4σ for the B 0 → D(π + K − π + π − )K * 0 decay, constituting the first observation of the first two modes, and strong evidence for the presence of the suppressed four-body ADS channel.
The results are interpreted in terms of the underlying physics parameters γ, r DK * 0 B and δ DK * 0 B by performing a global χ 2 minimisation. The minimised χ 2 /ndf is equal to 7.1/9. A scan of physics parameters is performed for a range of values and the difference in χ 2 between the parameter scan and the global minimum, ∆χ 2 , is evaluated. The confidence level for any pair of parameters is calculated assuming that these are normally distributed, which allows the ∆χ 2 = 2.30, 6.18, 11.8 contours to be drawn, corresponding to 68.6%, 95.5%, 99.7% confidence levels, respectively. These contours are shown in . The degeneracy of the solutions can be broken by combining these results with those using other D decay modes, specifically the D → K 0 S π + π − decay. The value of r DK * 0 B is determined to be 0.265 ± 0.023. In accordance with expectation, this is almost a factor of three larger than the corresponding parameter in B + → DK + decays [4, 5] . This measurement is consistent with, and more accurate than, the previous measurement by LHCb in Ref. [7] . . The lines represent the ∆χ 2 = 2.30, 6.18 and 11.8 contours, corresponding to 68.6%, 95.5% and 99.7% confidence levels (C.L.), respectively.
Conclusion
Measurements of CP observables in B 0 → DK * 0 decays with the D meson decaying to K + π − , π + K − , K + K − and π + π − are performed using LHCb data collected in 2011, 2012, 2015 and 2016. The results, benefitting from the increased data sample and improved analysis methods, supersede those of the previous study [7] . Measurements with D mesons reconstructed in the K + π − π + π − , π + K − π + π − and π + π − π + π − final states are presented for the first time. First observations are obtained for the suppressed ADS mode B 0 → D(π + K − )K * 0 and the mode B 0 → D(π + π − π + π − )K * 0 .
The observables are interpreted in terms of the weak phase γ and associated parameters, and are found to be compatible with the previous LHCb results [4, 5] , which are dominated by measurements of B + → DK + processes. The amplitude ratio r DK * 0 B is determined to be equal to 0.265 ± 0.023 at a confidence level of 68.3%. These results can be combined with those from other modes in B 0 → DK * 0 decays to provide powerful constraints on γ. This can be compared to results obtained from studies of other processes.
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Appendices

A Additional results
Observables for B 0 s → DK * 0 decays are defined analogously to those for B 0 → DK * 0 decays in Eqs. 1 The B 0 and B 0 s observables are also measured separately for Run 1 and Run 2; these measurements are presented in Table 3 . The correlation matrices for the principal observables are given in Tables 4, 5 and 6 for the combined, Run 1, and Run 2 results, respectively. Table 7 gives the correlations between the Run 1 and Run 2 results. Table 4 : Combined statistical and systematic correlation matrix for the principal observables. 1.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.01 −0.01 A ππ CP ,1 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 R KK 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.01 −0.01 A ππ CP ,1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.01 0.00 R 
